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The project step by step

The main aim for this project is to identify what adaptation policies are present in the

scientific literature. The main problem is that this literature is spread across multiple

disciplines and uses diverse terminology. To address this problem, we will use machine

learning to both filter out relevant literature and identify different categories. The whole

process can be roughly divided into three steps:

1. Develop a search query. This query tries to find articles that are about both

climate change and adaptation and policy; however, it uses broad search terms for all

these three components by design. In essence, we are trying to gather as many

documents as seems feasible and then use the subsequent step to filter out the

irrelevant articles.

2. Train a machine learning algorithm. We will mostly make use of so-called

“supervised machine learning”. This means that a computer tries to mimic human

decisions based on a training set. The training set consists of documents that are

hand-coded by researchers.

3. Analyse results. Once the relevant documents are selected and categorised by the

machine learning algorithm, we can use additional data science methods and

unsupervised machine learning to explore the data and compare it to assumptions in

the literature. We are especially interested in developments over time, geographic

distributions, constraints and limits to adaptation, and connections to risks and

hazards, if any.

This document is focussed on step 2. It contains the instructions for coding -- in essence, the

decisions researchers are trying to teach to a computer algorithm. Machine learning

algorithms perform best if their training data is consistent; however, in practice, scientific

publishing on adaptation is filled with gray areas. This means that coders will have to

continuously talk to each other to ensure that we get as close as possible to consistent coding.

Platform Instructions

The coding for this project will take place on the NACSOS platform. This is the same

platform that was also used for the machine learning component of the GAMI project, so

some coders will be familiar with it.

The platform is hosted by the MCC in Berlin and so far maintained mostly by Max Callaghan.

Anne Sietsma has access to parts of the back-end too and will be leading the day-to-day

technical part of this project.



Coders should all have received login details for this platform. Once inside, you should be

able to click on “scoping”, which takes you to the overview of projects you are a part of. This

project has the number 276, which you can click to get to the project overview.

At the top, you should see your username. Clicking this takes you to the review overview

page.

Once you are in the review page, you see an overview of all documents that are assigned to

you for review. The column to review shows the number of documents that have not been

coded yet. Click this to start the coding. If for any reason you need to go back, you can also

click the numbers in the other columns to see documents that you have already coded.

The review screen presents you with a screen that is divided into four major areas:

1. At the top, there is a progress bar. This shows you how many documents you have

already rated. You can also click the blocks in this progress bar to move between

documents, for example if you want to revise a rating.

2. Below the progress bar on the left, you will see all the information of the current

document. In most cases, this will be a title at the top, followed by an abstract, where

certain keywords are highlighted to help you find relevant passages. Below that is

bibliography information, including the authors, keywords, and publication year.

3. Below this is a notes section. This may be especially helpful for double-coded

documents or documents you wish to discuss with the rest of the team. Remember to

click the “Add note” button to save your note before moving on.

4. Finally, the actual coding categories are presented on the right. When first presented

with a document, this will only show whether a document is relevant, with three

options: yes, no and maybe. Clicking either yes or no will make the other categories

appear. You should click all categories that apply to your document. Hovering over a

category option will show additional info on what is meant by the category. In the

countries box, you can also note which countries are mentioned in the text from a list.

https://apsis.mcc-berlin.net/scoping/project/276/


You have to click “Save” once you have selected the right country. Clicking “Done”

will save your choices and move you to the next document automatically.

Inclusion and Exclusion

The first choice for all documents is whether it is relevant or not. In essence, a document is

relevant if it discusses a response to climate change and this response is also somehow

linked to a policy and it includes empirical data. Note that the paper should discuss a policy;

papers which note that they are a result of a policy (e.g through funding acknowledgement)

can only be included if said policy is also the object of study.

More detailed inclusion/exclusion criteria are given in the table below. Note that exclusion

based on bibliographic data is done automatically based on the details provided by the

databases. This system is not completely accurate however, so if needed, you can still exclude

based on these criteria.

If a document meets all of the inclusion criteria, click “Yes” and proceed to the other

categories that should now appear. If it does not meet one or more of the below criteria, click

“No” and then click “Done” to move to the next document. If you are unsure, click “Maybe”.

Articles rated as “Maybe” will be discussed with your colleagues.

Inclusion Exclusion

The document must include a substantial
focus on a perceived, experienced,
planned or observed adjustment

No response is discussed, or the responses
are only discussed at a superficial level.
This includes papers focussed on



(adaptation) to the actual or expected
impacts of climate change or to a weather
phenomenon wherefore changes can
confidently be attributed to climate
change, as determined by the IPCC,
including floods, droughts, extreme heat,
wildfires, snow or ice coverage loss, sea
level rise, extreme precipitation, shifts in
precipitation patterns, typhoons and
hurricanes.

assessing risks or impacts, where those
assessments are not used to make
concrete suggestions for adaptations.

The response is not to a climate change
impact.

The adjustment described in the
document must be either enabled by,
supported by, or a direct result of at least
one policy. Policies here are a set of ideas,
a plan of what to do, or any deliberate
action aimed at changing the behaviour
or circumstances of a group of people.
Policies have to be instigated by a
government or a governmental body.

No policy is mentioned.

The policy is not relevant to the adaptation
action.

The policy is not instigated by a
government or governmental body.

The abstract must be available in English The abstract is only available in
non-English languages

The document must be a primary research
article or review in a peer-reviewed journal

No book chapters, retractions, editorials,
etc.

The article must include empirical data
(qualitative or quantitative) or secondary
analysis of data. This includes natural
experiments, non-experimental and
quasi-experimental designs

Theoretical papers, opinions

The article must be indexed in the
databases by 25 November 2021

Any articles outside this range

Categories

For articles rated relevant, you will be presented with a list of categories. You should click all

categories that are relevant. This means most categories are not mutually exclusive.

Note that it is also possible to select none of the options in one or multiple of the categories.

If the information in the abstract itself is not sufficient to decide what option within a

category applies, you should do so. Do not use outside sources or make speculative

inferences. The only category that can never be left blank is the inclusion, discussed above.

Direct or indirectly relevant

Although all documents should include a substantial discussion on a topic relevant to

adaptation (otherwise they are classified as irrelevant and not coded for any of the

categories), there may be cases where adaptation is not the primary interest of the study or

policy. A document may for example discuss reforestation efforts, primarily focussing on

carbon storage, but also measuring if agricultural areas are better protected from extreme



precipitation. Other policies may not be focussed on climate change at all, but have

adaptation consequences as more of a secondary effect. Moreover, some papers will find

negative consequences for adaptation. To distinguish between these types of papers, there

are two categories: adaptation/mitigation and maladaptation.

Adaptation or Mitigation or Other

Here, you should record what the primary focus of the policy is. This may be adaptation,

mitigation or some other purpose. In case of the latter two, effects relevant to adaptation can

be a secondary goal or may not be intentional at all.

If the policy is aimed at both mitigation and adaptation equally or multiple policies with

different aims are discussed, both mitigation and adaptation should be selected.

Adaptation Mitigation Other

The policy must include a
substantial focus on a
perceived, experienced,
planned or observed
adjustment (adaptation) to
the actual or expected
impacts of climate change
or to a weather
phenomenon wherefore
changes can confidently be
attributed to climate
change, as determined by
the IPCC, including floods,
droughts, extreme heat,
wildfires, snow or ice
coverage loss, sea level rise,
extreme precipitation,
shifts in precipitation
patterns, typhoons.

The policy includes actions
that will decrease the
amount of greenhouse
gasses in the atmosphere,
including actions taken to
decrease the use of fossil
fuels, energy efficiency
increases, carbon capture,
and prevention of
emissions through land use
and land use change.

The policy has an objective
that is not relevant to
climate change OR climate
relevant factors are not
mentioned explicitly as the
context for the policy. This
may for example include
building code updates
aimed at improving general
safety, but which also
evaluate resilience to
extreme weather events.

Maladaptation

In essence, the question here is a simple one: does the paper find evidence of maladaptation

or not? Maladaptation in simple terms means that an action or policy has negative

climate-consequences. This does not mean necessarily that the action or policy is ineffective

in achieving its goals; the maladaptive outcomes can also be a secondary consequence. For

example, a study on providing loans to fishery communities may find that more fishing boats

are used and more fish are caught (the intended outcome) but also that fish stock are now

being depleted, increasing long-term vulnerability.

Note also that this is independent of the previous question -- i.e. a study that primarily

focuses on mitigation or only considers adaptation as a secondary effect may still have

evidence of maladaptation. For example, a study evaluating the effectiveness of biodiversity

policy may find that current policies decrease ecosystem services for some communities.



Yes - maladaptation No maladaptation or no evidence

The document must include evidence of
maladaptive outcomes or practices. This
includes all actions that lead to increased
risk of adverse climate-related outcomes,
including via increased GHG emissions,
increased vulnerability or diminished
welfare. Maladaptation is usually an
unintended consequence. Moreover, the
actions which cause maladaptation do not
need to have adaptation as a primary or
secondary aim.

The document either does not include any
evidence on maladaptive outcomes OR
explicitly finds no maladaptive effects.

NATO Categories

The largest part of the coding scheme classifies documents according to the NATO typology.

NATO stands for Nodality, Authority, Treasure and Organisation. These four policy types are

the basis for our categorisation. Each has two levels of subcategories, which get increasingly

detailed. If the information in the document is insufficient to determine which sub-category

a document belongs to.

In all these cases, we are interested in what the policy intends to achieve and what means it

uses to get there.

Nodality

In essence, this includes all policies that are about information. There are two major

sub-categories: knowledge generation and knowledge dissemination; both have a number of

level-3 categories too.

Generally, thiscategory can get confusing because papers themselves are a form of knowledge

generation and dissemination and some papers will be published as a part of a policy (e.g.

through research funding). These papers can only be included if the document provides some

form of evaluation of said policy.

Similarly, the IPCC, although created through a political process, is not considered a policy.

Papers using the IPCC or IPCC reports cannot be classified as nodality.

Note further that there may be overlap with the Organisation category. This is especially

likely in cases where stakeholder involvement is part of the intended outcome of a policy. To

distinguish between the two, classify based on the stated final aim of the policy: is this to

inform, train or otherwise provide information to said stakeholders, or are stakeholders

engaged with the goal of generating new knowledge, then select nodality. If the policy instead

is aimed at including stakeholders in the decision-making process (i.e. the process through

which the government body decides is changed to include them), then Organisation should

be selected



Knowledge generation Knowledge dissemination

The government incentivises the creation
of new knowledge or information. This
knowledge or information can be
obtained in different ways:

● Scientific assessments - where a
specific issue or group of issues is
discussed by scientists, or research
by scientific bodies is
commissioned.

● Policy assessment - when existing
policies are evaluated. Note that
this only includes cases where the
aim of the policy itself is to evaluate
a policy or multiple policies. If the
document itself is a policy
evaluation, it should be classified
according to the policy that is
being evaluated.

● RD&D - the research, design, or
development of a new technology
or method.

● Stakeholder engagement - if the
policy aims to get new information
from stakeholders. Note that

The government incentivises the
dissemination of existing knowledge. The
method used to disseminate determines
the sub-category:

● Educational curricula - changing
what gets taught in educational
institutions. This does not include
professional education.

● Information campaigns - Providing
the general public, or a subset
thereof, with information on
adaptation. This also includes
advertising.

● Information-based nudges -
Providing information in someone's
daily life in a way that is designed
to incentivise an adaptive action

● Capacity building for professionals -
Providing training or education to
professionals to enable them to
(better) adapt

● Knowledge platforms - Hosting or
mandating places where
information is gathered and
shared, which may include
government data, visualisations,
climate services.

● Demonstration projects -  Projects
that are designed to show how to
adapt (i.e. not learning from a
prototype, which would be RD&D,
but teaching what is possible)

Authority

Policies which rely on some form of government authority are included here. This includes a

large part of legislation and rule-setting. We distinguish between 10 different types of

authority policies.

Type Description

Zoning Regulation determining what purpose an area of land can be used for.
This (municipal) zoning laws, but also protected areas.

Standards Setting requirements that a product or service has to meet, for
example building standards for houses in flood-prone areas.

Quotas Setting a minimum or maximum number for a product or service.
Includes both tradable and non-tradable quotas.

Labelling /
certification
requirements

The government mandates products are labelled with climate-relevant
information or that they meet a standard for certification



Reporting
requirements

The government mandates reporting, for example on progress made or
climate risks

Regulation on
transactions

Regulation of transactions, often either in the financial sector, or in the
energy sector. This does not include policies which set a limit on the
maximum production of a certain good, which fall under quotas
instead.

Agreements The government participates in a formalised collaboration. This may be
intragovernmental or with non-state actors.

Targets Government sets a target or goal, but does not provide a detailed plan
for how this target should be reached. Implementation may be left to
other actors entirely. For example, a target of having a certain
percentage of green spaces in a municipality by a given year.

Policy
strategies

Government outlines a package of measures to achieve medium-long
term aims.

Framework
legislation

Something that enables other laws or regulation to function, without
containing concrete targets or rules.

For each of these, we then also record if the policy is binding or non-binding.

Binding policy Non-binding policy

Actors have a legal responsibility to uphold
the policy. If the policy is not upheld, the
government may use its authority for
punitive measures, for example fines or
prosecution.

Actors should strive to uphold the policy,
but there is no legal recourse if they fail.
This includes many voluntary agreements.

Treasure

In short, this category is for policies where the main aim is to influence how and where

money is spent. This includes different types of taxes and subsidies, but also direct spending

by the government.

Level 2 Description Level 3 Description

Incentives The government
reduces costs or
increases financial
incentives to
stimulate adaptation

Risk
underwriting

The government guarantees a
(partial) payment in case a climate
risk manifests, e.g. through
government-backed insurance

Grants Financing (part of) an adaptation
project, usually after a competitive
application process. (including e.g.
Adaptation Fund programmes)

Subsidies Reducing costs by providing partial
payment or cheap loans (including
preferential loans, microfinance).
Anyone meeting the requirements
can apply



Taxation Increasing or
decreasing taxation
rates to incentivise
behaviour

Corrective Tax is increased to disincentivise
risk-taking or maladaptation

Deductions Tax is decreased to incentivise an
adaptation

Direct
spending

Government spends
money to provide
mitigation or
adaptation services
or to create
conditions for
low-carbon
development or
resilience

Ecosystems Investing in establishing or
maintaining natural systems

Infrastructure Investing in establishing or
maintaining infrastructure. This
includes the 4th level categories
“Flood defences”, “Early warning
systems”, and “Other
infrastructure”

Non-infrastru
cture
technology

Investing in establishing or
maintaining technology that is not
part of the physical infrastructure

Human
resources & -
capital

Investing in establishing or
maintaining human resources, e.g.
paying for anti-logging officers

Organisation

Policies in the organisation category are about the functioning of the government itself.

There are two major sub-categories here:

Operation and management Reorganisation & creation

Using existing structures in the
governments to increase adaptive
capacity. In practice, this means a change
in how the government conducts itself,
without changing the formal structures
within the government and governmental
institutions. Sub-categories here include:

● Procurement: the government
obtains goods or services, or sets
the rules for how it can do so, to
align with adaptation goals;

● Facilities management: any
change in how the government’s
facilities are managed. Facilities
here includes buildings, but also
equipment provided by the
government, as long as such
equipment is not suited for a
purpose that fits another NATO
category;

● Consultants: a function of the
government is outsourced to an
external consultant with
adaptation knowledge.

● Conferences and workshops: a

Changing how the government is
organised, or changing what organisations
have substantive input in government
processes. Note that if the only aim is to
gather information from stakeholders --
i.e. the government is not required to
incorporate or act on stakeholder inputs,
the policy should instead be classified
under the information category.
Sub-categories here include:

● Expert advisory processes and
performance reviews: inviting
experts to advise on or evaluate
government actions. Experts
should be part of a new process or
a major change to an existing
process, otherwise, this should be
classified as consultancy under
Operation and management.

● Coordination & collaboration:
Coordinating between different
actors to facilitate cooperation on
adaptation, including for example
establishing a network. Note that
the exact work of this network



government body (co-)hosts a
conference or workshop. Note that
the policy here should incentivise
the government specifically to host;
in most other cases, conferences
will fall under Nodality instead.

likely falls under a different
category; only classify if the policy
involves a new coordination effort
which implies substantial changes
to government functioning, but
without any explicit goals that
would fall under another NATO
category;

● Formalising stakeholder
engagement: including
stakeholders in adaptation decision
making.

Other Categories

Constraints and Limits

If the document includes evidence or conclusions on factors which make it harder to plan

and implement adaptation, this is a constraint or limit to adaptation. Coders should specify

what kind of constraint is mentioned; in essence, what factor is causing adaptation to be less

successful?  If no limit or constraint is mentioned, this should be left blank.

Category of constraint Description

Economic Existing livelihoods, economic structures and economic
mobility.

Social/cultural Social norms, identity, place attachment, beliefs, worldviews,
values, awareness, education, social justice, and social
support.

Human capacity Individual, organisational and societal capabilities to set and
achieve adaptation objectives over time. This includes
training, education and skill development.

Governance, institutions
and policy

Existing laws, regulations, procedural requirements,
governance scope and effectiveness, as well as institutional
arrangements, adaptive capacity and absorption capacity.

Financial Lack of financial resources

Information, awareness
and technology

Lack of awareness or access to information or technology.

Physical Presence of physical barriers.

Biological Temperature, precipitation, salinity, acidity and the intensity
and frequency of extreme events, including storms, droughts
and wind.

Governance level

Please classify what government level is enacting the policy, or which governance level the

policy most closely applies to.



International National Sub-national

Any policy which includes
multiple countries. This
may be a policy from the
UNFCCC or the EU, but it
may also be a cooperation
between countries that is
not formalised, for example
multiple countries which
depend on the same river.

Any policy instigated by a
single national government
and applying to the whole
country.

Any policy that applies only
to a part of a country. This
includes provinces, cities,
municipalities and states in
a federalist country such as
the USA or Germany.

Type of impact responded to

Impact type Description

Glaciers, snow, ice
and permafrost

Impacts resulting from a change in either the size or the
duration of an area’s coverage by snow, ice, or permafrost.
Water availability due to glacier melt and glacial outburst floods
are also included.

Rivers, lakes and
floods

Any change, either positive or negative, in the level or volume of
a river or lake, including fluvial flooding. If a river is explicitly
described as snow-fed or coming from a  glacier, classify it as
glacier/snow instead.

Drought A prolonged lack of precipitation, causing a lack of either
drinking water or water for irrigation.

Coastal erosion
and/or sea level
effects

Any loss of soil or land, or effects of a rising sea level. This
includes salt-water intrusion.

Storms & hurricanes Includes storms, typhoons, hurricanes and all other events that
are relatively short in time and include either heavy
precipitation, strong winds, or both. In some cases, the effects
of the storm may be floodings or mudslides. Only classify if it is
clear that these are primarily caused by storms or hurricanes.

Terrestrial ecosystems General impacts on terrestrial ecosystems, including ecosystem
services, deforestation, desertification, etc.

Wildfire Either an individual wildfire, or a change in the severity or
frequency of wildfires in general.

Marine ecosystems General impacts on terrestrial ecosystems, including ecosystem
services, coral reefs, etc.

Food production A change in the ability to supply food, either for one’s own
consumption or commercially. This includes both fisheries and
agriculture.



Livelihoods, health or
economics

Impacts from unspecified climate effects on people’s
occupation, physical or mental well-being, or financial situation.

Extreme heat Impacts resulting from extremely high temperatures, including
heat-related morbidity and mortality.

Evidence type

Here there are but two categories, which relate mostly to how the study was conducted.

Ex-ante Ex-post

Any study where the primary analysis is
based on a forecast(s), model(s) or
prediction(s)

Any study where the primary analysis is
based on an analysis after implementation
has at least started -- i.e. it evaluates actual
a result(s) or outcome(s) in practice.

Countries mentioned

More of a check to find out if our automatic analysis is likely to be accurate. Simply fill in the

country that is mentioned. Also fill in the country for cities and regions if you know them. Do

not include places mentioned as part of international agreements, such as the Paris

Agreement or the Cancun Framework.


